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Dubai holiday packages are the most sought after in the world right now due to the widespread
appeal and cosmopolitan culture. It is a huge tourist destination in recent times and is the heartbeat
of the Gulf. This metropolis is situated in the north eastern strip of the UAE and is one of the most
developed metropolises in the world. It is an excellent holiday spot with numerous attractions for
tourists. It is just a five hour flight away from the mainland of Europe and is seen by most as the
ideal shopping destination. There are several sporting and entertainment spots in this conurbation
and can also serve as a romantic weekend spot for newlyweds.

Cheap Dubai holidays make for some amazing sightseeing opportunities for the vacationers and the
giant shopping malls serving as both visual delights and a shopperâ€™s paradise. The worldâ€™s largest
mall is situated in this city known as the Dubai Mall which is frequented by the tourists from various
parts of the world. The pristine beaches with amazing views of the breathtaking horizon and the
extravagant beach resorts make this place the best holiday spot in the world. Along with shopping
and beach delights the infrastructure of the conurbation makes this place a wonderful vacation spot.
Holidaymakers come here to have fun with their family and friends which is why there are several
activities for them to do so. Golfing courses and fishing are the main attractions for men in this
beautiful tourist spot.

If one is not content with the white sandy beaches and shopping he can go for golfing as well as
fishing or even adrenaline pumping activities like desert safaris. Water parks and scuba diving are
other enthralling opportunities for the tourists who love to idle away on the warm sand of the
beautiful beaches and enjoy the amazing skyline. The classy and sassy restaurants of the city are
enough to make the tourists fall in love with the place. There are many fine dining restaurants in the
metropolis and hence, they can simply take in the beauty of the place by sitting and chatting with
their family members looking over the conurbation. Dubai holiday packages come with such elite
activities and views for the tourists who deserve a break from their humdrum life.

The Burj al Arab is the only seven star hotel in the world and is definitely one of its kind. It is the
pride of the city and is admired by travellers all over the world. With an exquisite cuisine and classy
interior it is one of the best places to be in if one is taking up cheap Dubai holidays. This is the
perfect example of the power of technology and willpower as mankind has defeated nature to make
this place one of the best in the world by artificial undertakings. Located in the deserts the
contrasting sights of the highly developed metropolis come as the best feature of the trip. The
development of this region has taken the entire world by surprise and is slowly being cashed in on
as a leading tourist destination.
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